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The ocean encompasses an 

incredible variety of moods. 

The calm sea is like a 

beautiful woman, and the 

beach sand is like silk -- 

dazzling beauty and peace. 

But that is not all the ocean 

presents to you -- a little 

breeze and the water starts to 

dance -- just a little bit. No 

matter what kind of a 

ballerina or dancer you may 

find, you can never compare 

her/him to the dancing of the 

ocean! The dancer is on a 

small, limited stage, but the 

ocean dances without limit. 

There is no end to its stage. 

 

Sea birds fly around, coming 

and going, landing and taking 

off, all with different shapes, 

but all with harmony. Sea 

gulls come, and they sing and 

present beautiful harmonious 

motion. Sometimes this 

beautiful scene is changed 

dramatically by the sudden 

volcanic explosion of a huge 

whale jumping out of the 

water. The splashing water 

shines, reflecting the light -- 

just incredible beauty. So 

much variety and change! 

 

When the ocean gets mad it definitely shows its dignity and power as if it's saying, "Anyone who comes 

at me -- I will swallow you." Indeed, the ocean can swallow anything riding on it. 

 

Normally, a high-speed boat runs beautifully on calm water just like on a silky highway, but once those 

waters get mad, splashing with high waves, that boat becomes helpless. When the waves go up, the boat 

answers, "Yes sir, yes sir!" When the waves suddenly drop down the boat can only obey because there 

nature is the most powerful and the ocean says, "You listen to me. Here I am!" For that reason, men and 

women who love the sea cannot be boastful, cannot be arrogant. They must know how to humble 

themselves to the overpowering strength of nature. 

 

On the land you see green. Sometimes you see butterflies or birds flying around, but everything is 

stationary. In the ocean, however, the varieties of fish are moving in all kinds of ways and from one place 

to another, demonstrating their own beauty. So is there greater beauty and incredible mystery on land or 

in the ocean? [Ocean] 

 

When you put yourself in God's position and ask, Why did God make the ocean?" we might say, "It's 

because God would be bored with the land in just a few days, but the ocean is never boring. The sea and 

the ocean represent the future vision, the future dream." Therefore, anyone linked to a futuristic vision 

must be interested in the ocean. In this way, he is bound to become a visionary person. 

 

 

 


